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They stayed there and of course, the region was not empty, it has locals. Elissa treated the 
locals nicely; her system was not …aaa… killing and …aa… destruction – on the 
contrary, she became part of the locals’ way of life and she collaborated with them, she 
exchanged goods with them. And the locals were naturally hospitable; they did not resist 
the presence of Elissa on their land… they didn’t protest against her presence there – on 
the contrary, they were happy to have her there and they welcomed them – they 
welcomed the new guests. So… umm… Elissa stayed in that region and she called 
it…aaa… she give it the name Qart-ḥadašt: the New Town. Qart is Town and ḥadašt is 
New …aaa… this name developed later on to the Latin name, which is Karthago and 
currently Carthage.  
Elissa was a very smart queen: she knew how to relate with the locals in the region where 
she intended to stay and build the city of Carthage. Of course, she came with the intention 
that she would be the princess of that region – meaning that she would own the region. 
She did not treat the locals in, as we say, a violent way; she tried to …umm… get them 
on her side, to make them her allies. So …aa… umm… what did she do? She convinced 
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them that she intended to buy a very small piece of their land… and she told them that 
this piece of land won’t be more than the size of …ummm… the skin of …aaa… bull …. 
They told her: “Okay, it is fine!” since when she came, she showed them a nice face, 
meaning she showed them and told them: “I am a Phoenician princess and I come from 
the specific town and the Phoenicians were known for their strong commerce; they were 
successful traders in commerce.” So, the locals liked this idea as it was and, in addition to 
that, I mean …ummm…even commerce witnessed development during the time these 
guests lived amongst them. So, they weren’t …they weren’t suspicious or cautious of the 
…aaa… these new people who came to live with them. As I told you, Elissa convinced 
them that the piece of land is very small and won’t be more than …aa… the size of the 
skin of a bull. So, Elissa fulfilled her promise and what she did was that she took a piece 
of skin, which was the skin of a bull, and she asked her servants to cut it into very thin 
and long strings. After that, she tied each string to the end of the following string, and she 
spread it over …aaa… over the land and it became a large area. Well, she did not exceed 
the size of the skin of a bull. 
Bit by bit, Elissa extended her land and the locals, as I told you, were accepting of this 
new presence amongst them. And …aaa… as I told you, Elissa named the region the 
New Town. That is to say, the region that Elissa took – and it did not exceed the size of 
the skin of a bull – Elissa named it Byursa. Even today, we still have a region called 
Byursa; it is called Carthage-Byursa. All of these events happened in the year of 814 BC.  
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